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In this account, a journalist traces the course of the infectious disease known as yellow fever,

“vividly [evoking] the Faulkner-meets-Dawn of the Dead horrors” (The New York Times Book

Review) of this killer virus.Over the course of history, yellow fever has paralyzed governments,

halted commerce, quarantined cities, moved the U.S. capital, and altered the outcome of wars.

During a single summer in Memphis alone, it cost more lives than the Chicago fire, the San

Francisco earthquake, and the Johnstown flood combined.In 1900, the U.S. sent three doctors

to Cuba to discover how yellow fever was spread. There, they launched one of history's most

controversial human studies. Compelling and terrifying, The American Plague depicts the story

of yellow fever and its reign in this country—and in Africa, where even today it strikes

thousands every year. With “arresting tales of heroism,” (Publishers Weekly) it is a story as

much about the nature of human beings as it is about the nature of disease.

About the AuthorMolly Caldwell Crosby is the national bestselling author of Asleep: The

Forgotten Epidemic That Remains One of Medicine's Greatest Mysteries and The American

Plague: The Untold Story of Yellow Fever, the Epidemic That Shaped Our History, which has

been nominated for several awards. Crosby holds a master's degree in nonfiction and science

writing from Johns Hopkins University and previously worked for National Geographic

magazine. Her writing has appeared in Newsweek, Health, and USAToday, among others.From

Publishers WeeklyIn a summer of panic and death in 1878, more than half the population of

Memphis, Tenn., fled the raging yellow fever epidemic, which finally waned when cooler

weather set in. The disease had been transmitted by the Aedes aegypti mosquito, which came

in swarms on ships from the Caribbean or West Africa. This account has a narrower scope

than James Dickerson's recent Yellow Fever, focusing on the Memphis tragedy, but journalist

Crosby offers a forceful narrative of a disease's ravages and the quest to find its cause and

cure. Crosby is particularly good at evoking the horrific conditions in Memphis, "a city of

corpses" and rife with illness characterized by high fever, black vomit and hemorrhaging,

treated by primitive methods. Crosby also relates arresting tales of heroism, such as how two

nuns returned to the quarantined city from a vacation to nurse the victims. The author profiles

scientists, some of whom died in their fight to identify the cause of this deadly disease. She

also describes more recent outbreaks in Africa: yellow fever is making a frightening comeback

despite the existence of a vaccine. Photos. Barnes & Noble Discover New Writers selection.

(Nov. 7)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Gripping...highly

readable."--- Newsweek --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

AuthorI am not from Memphis originally, and after moving here, I began hearing about the

tragic yellow fever epidemic and its far reaching consequences. As a non-Memphian, I was

struck by how few people outside of this region had ever heard of the epidemic, which was the

greatest urban disaster of its time, with a death toll higher than the Chicago fire and San

Francisco earthquake--combined. That is what inspired me to tell this story. I wanted to take

the reader into Memphis in 1878, into the city's problems and promise as summer approaches.

While most U.S. cities in both the North and the South suffered through yellow fever outbreaks

for two-hundred years, 1878 stands out as the worst--when Memphis became a "city of

corpses"--and the last major yellow fever epidemic in the U.S. Out of the despair of that



epidemic came action from the federal government to finally find the cause of these debilitating

outbreaks. It was twenty years in the making, and it led to one of our greatest successes in

medical history--Walter Reed's work in Cuba that finally proved mosquitoes, not "miasma" or

filth, brought on a yellow fever season. In the end, his work led to later development of a

vaccine--the same one still in use today. But, like the work of countless doctors and nurses in

Memphis, it came at a great price. It has been said that no other disease killed so many of the

doctors, nurses and scientists trying to study it. That is what struck me most when writing the

book and still stays with me today--the many people, ordinary citizens and doctors alike, in

Memphis, Cuba and elsewhere, who literally gave their lives in the fight against this disease. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Laura, “Especially poignant reading during Covid-19 Pandemic. This book came up as

suggested reading somewhere that I can't remember now. About 2 weeks before everything

closed down in my state, I decided it would be an 'interesting' read considering the Coronavirus

was just hitting the US.While our country was deep in the midst of quarantines and government

infighting and trying to come up with ways to combat the virus, I read this book. It is a well

written account of the Yellow Fever epidemic in the late 1800s that was killing thousands and

the people who studied it and finally found the cause and the cure. It was also about how the

government at the time dealt with it. This book was written in 2007, so at that time (and even 4

months ago), the world could not conceive of a modern age virus that could have the type of

devastating effect as the types of plagues and illnesses that happened so long ago...yet here

we are. There is an uncanny similarity between a lot of the politics that are going on today and

those that happened back then.This is book is really an overview of the times and is therefore

what I would consider a somewhat quick read. Its well worth the time.”

Russell Bloodworth Jr., “Half Way In, I developed COVID. What A Read!. The book came highly

recommended by a former Memphian. I was born in Memphis 76 years ago and heard of the

curse that 1878 Epidemic put on the City since my early teens. But I had no idea of the horror,

the devastation and particularly the heroic but pointless efforts to stop the spread that were

made. Molly Crosby does an amazing job of telling a complex story without ever drifting into

flights of imagination. She recounts what happened with attention to detail. Now, in the midst of

the COVID nightmare, the book comes doubly alive.I am Day Six since diagnosed with COVID.

Both I and my bride of 48 years are down with it. It is total coincidence that I had commenced

my read only a few days before our first symptoms occurred. If you had to have something

griping to read during a virus attack, this is the book I would chose. Every detail comes alive,

and you really don't find out just how similar the Yellow Fever experience and its ensuing



vaccination quest were until you are near the end of the book.I finished today. Three chapters

my wife and I took turns reading out loud because they threw so much light on our own

situation. Thank God for Molly's book and thank God for the incredible number of medical

doctors and aids who gave their lives to find a solution. A riveting story, beautifully crafted.”

Jannyt, “Crosby's Book is a Practical Guide...and More. This is a classic text for those

interested in learning how researchers formulate research questions to search across archives,

experts, and published materials while completing a research project! Crosby’s bibliographic

essay (titled “Notes”, pp. 291-338) is a bonus in practical advice as she explains why a

particular source was used, and how certain sources enabled her to aggregate data and

names concerning those who died. See, for example, her local sources and authors used on

just Memphis (let alone all the other materials and archives cited): Bond & Sherman, J. M.

Keating, D.A. Quinn, Khaled Bloom, Gerald M. Caper, Paul Coppock, Charles Crawford,

Ornelus-Struve & Hassel, J. P. Dromgoogle, and more. Her list of references is worth its weight

in gold.”

K. L Sadler, “Interesting history of how yellow fever was overcome.... As other reviewers before

me have said, this was a pretty good book for the first time out. This is not a full history of

yellow fever. It isn't even a full history of yellow fever in the U.S. since it doesn't even start until

an epidemic in Memphis in 1878. There were other bad epidemics of yellow fever in the U.S.

prior to this one, a big one in Philadelphia in 1793. But the author of this book, chose this

epidemic as the starting point for her book since many of the people involved in working in

Cuba on trying to find the carrier of the disease, had been involved in some way in this

previous epidemic. And the author herself is from Memphis.I always enjoy reading medical

histories and histories of diseases especially when a lot of information is shared about the

people who were involved. I want to know about what drove them, what made them tick, what

made them think the way they did. In this story, so many men volunteered to be exposed to

yellow fever knowing there was no cure, no medication, not even a simple aspirin to take for the

fever (which would have made the hemmorhaging in the stomach worse anyway). I was kind of

reading the book with my mouth open because I was appalled at the 'lack of ethical approach'

as most people would be here if the study being done in Cuba in 1900 were done today. The

military has always been known to skirt the rules as far as 'consent' is concerned...they still do

(anthrax vaccines). But this study was totally different because of all the volunteers, even

among the doctors.The deaths among the doctors and scientists made me sad, though it was

admirable that so many felt they should be equally at risk. One thing, I wish that all men who

worked on these diseases (women too) would receive equal recognition and accolades, so

there is no bitterness between people who were friends and co-workers. Sometimes, those

above do not see when those below are being ignored and not given their due.My main

complaints about the book is it didn't see it through until the end...it didn't discuss the discovery

of the virus itself. It ended very suddenly with them finding that monkeys also carrying the

disease, so mosquitoes could transfer it from them to man. I wanted more information about

the virus from this point. So now I will have to find another book or go online for that. So for that

reason it was not satisfying...”

Queentwig, “Excellent. An excellent, well written account. I enjoyed it very much.”

The book by Molly Caldwell Crosby has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 331 people have provided

feedback.
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